Spanish Apps for the iPhone
The following apps are either free or low cost. There are new apps coming on the
market all the time, therefore, this list and rating represents only a starting point.
Similar apps can be found for use on Android phones.
★★★★★
This app will let the user input words or
phrases in English or in Spanish, or in
any other language, and will show a
written translation as well as an audio
one with a native speaker. A must for
travel, but excellent for learning in class.
An added feature is that it saves all past
translations so they can be recalled at
any time.
★★★★★
A normal flash card set up, but the app
provides free downloadable Spanish
phrases, verbs, adjectives, etc. as well as
allowing the user to build their own flash
cards. This is a must for learning those
areas of Spanish that must be
memorized. Other languages provided as
well.
★★★★★
This is more than a dictionary. It serves
its purpose as a dictionary well, but also
has a “word game” that tests ones
knowledge of words by speaking them
and rating the score as it progresses. It
also contains many phrases for
everything from directions to camping to
love and dating. You name it and it has a
phrase for it! There is also a daily word.
★★★★★
Provides many categories such as: basic
phrases; conversation; meeting people;
directions; transportation; food;
medical; shopping, etc. The onboard
audio has the nice feature of allowing the
user to select “regular” speaking speed
by the speaker or “slow.”
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★★★
An app that provides various lessons in
Spanish including photos and text with
sound. The student is prompted to listen
and then pick the correct photo that
aligns with the spoken and written
words. Kind of clunky in its navigation,
but good otherwise.
★★
Comes with most languages available for
translation. For voice translation it is a
one time additional fee of $1.99 for most
languages.

★
Comes with built‐in flash cards that
show the Spanish and English at once
and speak the Spanish. Two quiz
functions are included, one with text
only, the other via audio.

★
The free version is somewhat limited.
Comes with study list of words and
options of multiple‐choice quizzes, word
puzzles, write in completions and limited
flash cards. Full version is around $3.99.

Limited to Spanish/English only. Has
translation and speaking function.
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Word of the day and a word scramble
game.
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